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Abstract— conventionally two components are used for 

standing the motorcycle, side stand and centre stand. Both 

components undergoes static loading. Design of both side and 

centre stand is such that a large stresses are generated in it, 

which causes designer to select strong material as steel. Other 

design problems regarding with the centre stand is, its operation. 

To operate centre stand rider has to get down from bike and has 

to pull against the lever which is difficult sometime. In present 

work, a new design of centre stand is suggested, which has 

comparative less stress than conventional centre stand as well as 

it is easy to operate. In present work, analytical and FEM based 

analysis is adopted for calculation purpose and sand casting is 

adopted for manufacturing purpose. First standing device is 

designed and then it is installed to the motorcycle. 

 
Keywords—Bending stresses, Centre stand, FEM, LM 4 

aluminium alloy, Standing device etc 

I. INTRODUCTION 

From the history of motorcycle it is seen that several 

components are optimized from time to time. Chassis, engine 

assembly and suspension system is optimized but still there 

are several open loop for different components. There are 

several problems associated with centre and side stand. Ian 

falloon (2003) in his book tells that putting bike on side stand 

for a long time adversely affects on the tyre as large force is 

transmitted through tyres [1]. James R. Davis (2011) in 

motorcycle safety and dynamics tells that both centre and side 

stand doesn’t completely restricts forward motion completely 

(in case inclined surface), for that bike has to put in first gear 

while parking [2]. Again author tells that large leg strength is 

required to put a bike over the centre stand. Sivakumar 

balakrishana et al (2004) noted a large stresses are generated 

in centre stand while actuating hence to sustain that much 

stresses steel is essential [3]. Timothy K. Marsh (1981) 

design a new standing device which replaces both centre as 

well as side stand but the stand is external power assisted and 

costly (no human efforts are required to operate the centre 

stand)[4]. From above literature survey it is come to know 

that centre stand difficult to actuate hence side stand is 

provided to motorcycle for quick operation. All the work is 

done on centre and side stand which are made by steel. Both 

stands have design such that large Stresses are generated 

within material [2]. D. Kopernic (1984) studies waste content 

about retraction of side stand. Author suggested that there is 

regular problem in retraction of side stand. Side stand stand is 

easy to apply but if forgotten to retract causes severe accident 

[5]. If new main stand is design so that it is also easy to apply 

then there is no more need of side stand. This also eliminates 

the chances of accident due to side stand retraction. Zainul 

huda (2009) studies about the failure of side stand. Due to 

excess loading and corrosion phenomenon, large stresses are 

generated in the material. Both side stand and main stand 

conventionally manufactured by plain carbon steel and there 

are also severe chances of corrosion on main stand [6]. From 

this we can conclude material change is also research gap for 

main stand. Cenjit joy et al. (2014) suggest life saving 

mechanism which tells about the unretracted side stand to the 

rider. System is electrical and required external power and 

maintenance [7]. Large efforts are done to retract side stand 

and avoid the accidents but if main stand perform same work 

of side stand then there is no need of such a solution. When a 

bike contains easily actuated main stand then there is no need 

of side stand. This is the main research gap for designing new 

main or centre stand which can be easily actuated.   For centre 

stand optimization as changing design so that lower stresses 

are generated within material and that design of centre stand 

is easy to operate (without external electrical power). 

 

Problem statement: design and analyse standing device for 

two wheeler automobile made by aluminium and magnesium 

alloy. 

 

Objectives: safe aluminium magnesium standing device 

which is easy to actuate and capable to sustain load of 

motorcycle. 

 

Methodology: 

i. Finding critical dimensions of standing device 

ii. Designing standing device and predicting safe by 

finding stress at different points 

iii. Predicting device safety by analysis standing device 

in FEM software 
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iv. Manufacturing standing device by properly prepared 

material 

v. Actual fitting the standing device to the motorcycle 

and checking its safety experimentally 

vi. Finding ultimate load by testing device on UTM     

 

II. JUSTIFICATION FOR THE DESIGN OF 

STANDING DEVICE 

 

The stand should be durable and doesn’t undergo failure. 

Failure criteria are selected as maximum principle stress 

theory because for design of member like structure this kind 

of theory is generally used. 

 
Fig  1.   Frame structure and its free body diagram [8] 

 

Starting from normal frame structure as shown in figure 1, 

which can be retractable with the spring that is used 

conventionally in stand. The reason behind selecting such a 

design is that no external power (battery) is needed. Also 

providing four point balancing which is stable than three 

point balancing. 

Fixed quantities are, 

1) Ground clearance: 230 mm 

2) Arm connecting rod length: 300 mm and diameter: 20mm 

 

1. Arm connecting rod: 

 

l = 300mm and d = 20 mm 

 In such a frame problem, some quantities are statically 

indeterminate. Such that here ‘M’ that is moment at corner of 

beam. The bending moment diagram and its calculation are as 

follows. 

 
Fig.  2.   Beam and its bending moment diagram 

 

Bending moment calculation, 

At right of A = -MA = -MB 

                 C = 75*700 - MA   

                 D = 75*700 - MA   

                 B = -MA = -MB 

For maintaining bending moment same throughout the length 

of beam, from figure 2 

MA = MB = 26250 N/mm 

Hence the above value becomes, A = -26250 N/mm, C = 

26250 N/mm, D = 26250 N/mm and B = -26250 N/mm (- 

sign indicates compressive nature of force) 

 Stresses in arm connecting rod:  

 From flexure formula, we can calculate the stresses in rod. 

Now from figure 1, 
 

 
 

 

 
 

     
 
 
  

 
   

 
 

Hence,      r = 6.203 mm 

This is the limiting value of the radius of the arm if beyond 

this supposed radius is decreased then bending stresses are 

increased from 140 MPa which is generally yield point of 

aluminium alloy lm 4.  

 

2. Arm  

 

A. At 0
0
 forward angle 

 

The arm undergoes one bending moment and one axial 

force. The bending moment is statically indeterminate 

quantity. This special frame problem has one more 

relationship as follows [8], from figure 1, 
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From this formula by putting several values,  

I1 = 4014.26 mm
4
 (this moment of inertia is for r = 10 mm) 

Consider rectangular cross section of arm having length 230 

mm and width as 20 mm lowest moment of inertia is 

generally used for design purpose. Now, 

   
 

  
  3

 = 4014.26 

   
 

  
     3

 = 4014.26 

   d = 13.40 mm  

Hence final dimension of the arm is, b = 20 mm, d = 13.40 

mm and l = 230 mm. Now finding the stresses in arm 

generated due to this dimensions. 

 

a) Case 1 : Excluding spring force  

 

Usually spring force is needed for maintaining the retracted 

stand in retracted position. It is small and doesn’t make any 

remarkable effect on the bending stress behaviour of the side 

as well main stand. As earlier, 

MB = 26250 Nmm 
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So bending stresses induced are,                                                   
 

 
 

 

 
                                                                 (2)   

     

         
 

 

      
 

 σB =  43.159 N/mm
2
      ( at B) 

 

b) Case 2 : Including spring force 

 

The position of the articulation of the spring with the stand 

is same as that in conventional stand. Maximum moment / 

force that acted at 0
0
 forward angle is 29.91 N [9]. This 

analysis of the problem undergoes two plane bending part 

[10] from figure 1, both bending moment diagram 

 
Fig.  3.  Bending moment diagram 
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   σx = 

         
    

 
 

       
 

          

       
 

   σx = 27.78 MPa       ( at C ) 

   σx = 43.159 MPa     ( at B ) 

 

c) Contact stress analysis at the point of contact of arm with 

the ground: 

 

 The bottom surface of the arm is made round so that it can 

slide about the axes of the arm connecting rod. Hence contact 

stress analysis is necessary for designing the contact surface 

of standing device [11]. 

The contact point geometry description is, 

R1 = 230 mm, R1
’
=   , R2 =   , R2

’
=   

Now formulae of A and B are given below, 
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Hence, B = 2.1739 * 10
-3

 mm
-1

 

            A = 0 mm
-1
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    [11]  

Now,                   

Here, E1 = 69000 N/mm
2
, E2 = 17000 N/mm

2
, ν1 = 0.33 and 

ν2 = 0.33  

∆ = 0.03005 mm
3
/N  

At contact point, stresses are maximum; the geometry at 

contact point (contacting width and thickness) should be such 

that generated stresses are less than yield point of aluminium 

alloy 140 MPa. 

Stresses at contact point are, 

σ1 = 
  

 
,   σ2 = -2ν 

  

 
,   σ3 = 

  

 
   [11] 

Here σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = 140 MPa 

Hence maximum value of ‘b’ is 6.374 mm. 

b= √
   

   
                                                                                 (5) 

From this formulae limiting value of the ‘h’ is 0.33 mm. 

Critical dimension of contact is, h = 0.33 mm and b = 6.374 

mm. (h*b
2
 = constant)  

 At Z/b = 0.7861, shear stresses are maximum above the 

point of contact (Z = distance above the contact surface and b 

= contacting half width) [11]. Form this, 

Z = 5.010 mm  

Hence the width of the curved region must be greater than 

5.010 mm.  

 

B. Critical dimension when 40
0
 forward angle: 

 

 Sometimes ground clearance is not 230 mm, May greater 

than that by some mm length. At that case the arm is swung 

about the axis of arm connecting rod. The posture at that time 

of arm is shown in figure 

 
Fig.  4.  Standing device at 400 forward angle 

 

Maximum bending moment is formed at point ‘C’ and 

depending on that dimension of the arm can be decided.  

 The arm undergoes unsymmetrical bending which 

produces bending as well as torsional moment about the point 

‘C’ [10].  

1) Bending moment at ‘C’ due to unsymmetrical moment at B 

= M cos 40 = 20108.67 Nmm 

2) Moment due to vertical load of 700 N at B = 700 * 125.34 

= 87738 Nmm 

From formula of bending stress in unsymmetrical bending,  
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For limiting value of stress that is 140 MPa, 
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140 = 

        

    
 

     

     

 

The critical dimension in above case can be find by 

considering square section as b = d. Hence b = d = 7.2757 

mm  

 

a) Contact stress analysis at 40
0
 forward angle: 

 

Similar procedures is adopted for, from figure 4  

R1 = 250 mm, R1
’
=   , R2 =   , R2

’
=   

And critical dimension are b = 6.9278 mm, h = 0.3032 mm 

and Z = 5.44 mm. 

 

III. ANALYSIS OF STANDING DEVICE 

 
TABLE  1.  

 MODIFIED DIMENSIONS 

No. Part Modified dimensions 

1 Arm connecting rod Radius = 10mm 

2 Arm b = 20 mm, d = h = 

15 mm 

3 Bottom curvature  Z = 35 mm 

First of all statically indeterminate quantity ‘M’ is found out 

as dimensions of arm is modified so that less stresses are 

generated in it. In previous section modified dimensions are 

found from that new ‘M’ is calculated form (1) 

Here, h = 230 mm, l = 300 mm, I = 7854 mm
4
, I1 = 5625 

mm
4
, P= 1400N 

Hence,      M = 30636.4 Nmm  

 

1. At 0
0
 forward angle : 

 

A. Arm connecting rod:  

 

The rod has fixed dimension as, l = 300 mm and d = 20 

mm. Now refer figure 2 here M is modified as per new 

dimensions,                                                                                                                                         
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
       

 

 
        

 
 

 
 

 σ = 39.00 MPa (compressive, at rod end)  

 

B. Arm : 

 

a) Excluding spring force : 

 
       

    
 

 

    
          .....     From 2 

Hence, σ = 40.848 MPa (at the end of arm) 

 

b) Including spring force : 

 

Combined bending moment diagram from figure 1 is,  

 
Fig.  5.  Bending moment diagram 

 

Bending stresses are, 
       

    
 

 

    
                            

σ = 40.848 MPa (at the end of arm) 
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σx = 

          
  

 
 

    
 

          

     
 

σx = 25.64 MPa (at spring contact) 

 

C. Contact stresses : 

 

From earlier section of contact stress,  

 
TABLE 2.   

CONTACT PHENOMENON ANALYSIS 

P 700 N 

h 15 mm 

ν 0.33 

b 0.9448 mm 

∆ 0.03005 mm
3
/N 

σ1 -31.44 MPa 

σ2 -20.75 MPa 

σ3 -31.44 MPa 

P0 31.433 MPa 

 

P0= 0.564* √
 

    
  [12]                                                         (7) 

 

2. At 40
0
 forward angle 

 

First, statically indeterminate quantity ‘M’ is calculated.  

Here, P = 1400N, h = 250 mm, l = 300 mm, I = 7854 mm
4
, I1 

= 5625 mm
4
 hence, from (1) 

M = 29565.74 Nmm 

 

A. Arm connecting rod:  

 

Loading and deflection of the rod is same in case of 40
0
 

forward angles but support condition are different. In 

previous case loading and support are in the same plane 

(coincident). In this case support is 40
0
 offset from the 
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loading plane. Previously, 30636.4 Nmm is directly supported 

by support and in later case 29565.74 Nmm acts as resultant 

moment and 29565.74*cos 40 amount of moment is 

supported by end support directly. Hence stresses at off plane 

support, 
       

 
 

 

 
 

              

    
 

 

  
 

σ = 28.83 MPa   (compressive) 

 

B. Arm  

 

The main objective is to find stresses at point ‘C’ as this 

point is so much far from principle coordinate axis.  

Now total bending moment at point ‘C’ from figure 4 is, 

Ma = M cos 40 = 29565.74 * cos 40 = 22648.67 Nmm 

Mt = M sin 40 = 29565.74 * sin 40 = 19004.5 Nmm 

Mp = 700* 125.34 = 87738 Nmm 

Now from unsymmetrical bending formula, from (7) 

 σx = 

            

    
 

        

      

 σx = 117.93 MPa 

Maximum torsional stresses equals to  

  
                

 
 

 

 
  

 

Here, y = 10  

τ = 
          

     
 

τ = 12.16 MPa 

Now total combined stresses are,  

2 2( )
2 2

  
    

         
σ = 59 + 60.33 = 119.33 MPa 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.  6.  Position of standing device in the motorcycle 

C. Contact stresses when ‘R’ is 250 mm: 

 
 TABLE 3.   

CONTACT PHENOMENON ANALYSIS 

P 700 N 

h 15 mm 

ν 0.33 

b 0.9850 mm 

∆ 0.03266 mm
3
/N 

σ1 -30.1592 MPa 

σ2 -19.90 MPa 

σ3 -30.1592 MPa 

P0 30.1592 MPa 

 
 

Fig.  7.  Standing device dimension

 

 

 

 

 

IV. FEM ANALYSIS OF STANDING DEVICE 

 

Following are screenshots of FEM stress results of standing 

device. Proper methodology of the analysis is adopted [14] 

and results are collected. 
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Fig.  8.  Stresses at 400 forward angles 

 
 

Fig.  9.  Stresses at 00 forward angle 
 

 
 

Fig.  10.  Strain energy at 400 forward angle  

 

 
 

Fig.  11.  Contact stress at 00 forward angles 

 

 
Fig.  12.  Contact stresses at 400 forward angle 

 

V. MATERIAL PREPARATION AND TESTING 

From values of stresses, the standing device is safe if it can 

be made by aluminium alloy LM 4 with proper heat treatment. 

One more reason behind selecting aluminium alloy is that it 

maintains the weight of standing device within the range of 

normal conventional main stand weight. Following heat 
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treatment cycle is adopted and material is tested with proper 

standards. After literature survey Al 6061 T6 is found to be 

good in flexure strength hence it is selected as material for arm 

connecting rod [15].  

 
Fig.  13.  Heat treatment cycle 

 

TABLE 4.   

PROPERTY MEASURES OF MATERIAL 

Property Measure LM 4 Al 6061 T6 

UTS 265 MPa 310 

Nature Bit brittle Bit ductile 

Compressive strength 557 MPa 245 MPa  

Flexure load at 

breaking 

2900 N (20mm dia) - 

Bending angle at 

fracture 

5
0
 - 

Modulus of elasticity 69 GPa 69 GPa 

Poisons ratio 0.33 0.33 

 

VI. STRESS CHECK AND SYNTHESIS OF STANDING 

DEVICE  

 

Analytically and FEM based stress calculations are done and 

after that standing device is manufactured. For manufacturing 

sand casting method is adopted as LM 4 has good casting 

characteristic in sand casting. 
TABLE 5.  

 SUMMARY OF RESULTS IN MPa 

Sr. 

No 

Location of maximum 

stresses 

Magnitude  

((MPa) 

FEM results 

 At 0
0
 forward angle  

1 Arm connecting rod 

I Ends 39 40.6145 

2 Arm  

I Ends 40.484 32.0951 

Ii Spring contact 25.64 21 

3 Contact stresses  

Ii Y component 31.44 33.82 

 At 40
0
 forward angle   

4 Arm connecting rod  

i Ends 29.88 25.08 

5 Arm  

i Point ‘C’ 119.33 119.76 

6 Contact stresses  

ii Y component 30.1592 31.38 

 

The stress values are well below to the UTS and YS of LM 4 

and 6061 Al respectively. Hence design is safe and next step 

can be proceed that is manufacturing the real standing device. 

Proper sand casting followed by specific ageing is done over the 

standing device. Here, for arm LM 4 and for arm connecting rod 

Al6061 is used. The rest work that is fitting the standing device 

to the real motorcycle is in progress.  

 

 

Fig.  14.  Standing device in progress 

 
 

Fig.  15.  Standing device fitted to the motorcycle  

VII. DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 

In actual practice standing device is manufactured by sand 

casting method. The comparison of dimensions of prepared 

stand with the analysed stand is given in following table. 
TABLE 6 

 DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS COMPARISON  

Part specification Analysed model 

(mm) 

Manufactured 

model (mm) 

Arm connecting 

rod length 

300 300 

Arm connecting 

rod diameter 

20 20 

Arm thickness 15 15 

Arm width 20 22 

Length of arm 230,250 230,250 

Bottom curve 

thickness 

15 15 

Bottom curved 

width 

35 35 

      Reason behind the dimensional difference in width is, a 

fillet radius is provided to give base for the knob to the arm 
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(by using knob the stand can be actuated in working 

condition). During casting of plate like area undergoes 

breaking and to avoid sharp corners where material doesn’t 

flow properly, fillet is provided. To give location of spring 

small curve is provided (spring is used to retract the stand in 

unactuated position) 

VIII. EXPERIMENTATION 

1. UTM test 

     Complete standing device is manufactured and maximum 

dimensions are maintained practically. Load bearing capacity 

of manufactured stand is determine by testing it on UTM. As 

shown in figure 15 loading and deflections are seen on sight, 

 
Fig. 16 Deflected model 

From this result it is proved that, manufactured stand is 

completely safe for 1400 N (maximum weight of ordinary 

motorcycle). Hence all experimental, analytical and FEM 

results shows that standing device is safe for use. 

2. Shock loading / impact loading 

     Basically impact loading is done to examine the result under 

very high strain rate. Here Charpy test is used to determine the 

impact strength under shock load. Stand material specimen is 

prepared as per ASTM standard and tested. The fractured 

specimen under test is given below,  

 
Fig.  17.  Braked specimen after Charpy test 

     From FEM result section, strain energy generated in the 

stand in loading is, 1.507 J from figure 10. From Charpy test 

result it is seen that, amount of energy required to break stand 

material under shock load is 2.5 J 

 

IX. CONCLUSION  

     Design and analysis of standing device on the basis of ease 

of actuation point of view is successively done. The analytical 

and FEM results shows that standing device is safe to use and 

can sustain described load (1400N).  The experimental results 

on UTM show that standing device is safe to sustain load of 

1400 N. The new design is easy to actuate and doesn’t requires 

lever pull action as in case of conventional motorcycle centre 

stand.  
TABLE 7 

RESULT AND FINDINGS 

Sr no Parameter  Required 

results 

Experimental 

results 

1 Load carrying 

capacity 

1400 N 7840 N 

2 Strain energy  1.507 J 2.5 J (impact 

loading) 

     It is seen that stand is safe to hold load and during that the 

strain energy generated within the standing device is much 

lower than energy required fracturing stand material during 

shock load hence it can be conclude that standing device is 

successfully manufactured. 
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